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ON STRUCTURES OF LEFT BIPOTENT NEAR RINGS 

By Y. S. Park and W. J. Kim 

1. Introduction 

Throughout this paper N will mean a zero-symmetric near ring (that is, aO=O 

[or all aεN) with or without identity, which satisfies the right distributive 
2 

1aw. N is said to be left bψoteπt if Na=Na- for all aεN， and an s-near ring 

if aEN a for all aεN ([6]). These types of near rings were introduced by 

J. L. Jat and S. C. Choudhary. 

For convenience, we quote their rcsu1ts. 

THEOREM 1. 1. 1f N z"s left bψotent ， the following are equivalent. 

(1) N z"s an s-neαy 서ng 

(2) N Jzas no noη-zero nz'lpotent clements and 

(3) N z"s regltlar (z', e. for any aεN， there ex z"sts a'EN Sl~CJz that aa'a=a) 

On the other hand, Howard E. Bcll proved in [7] that 

THEOREM 1. 2. 1f N Jzas no llon-zero nz"lþotent elements, z't z"s isomorpJzic to a 

subdz"rect sltm of near r z"ngs with 1'l0 nOíZ-zeγo d z" visors of zero. 

In this paper we investigated structurcs of 1eft bipoten t ncar rings and some 

elementary properties of near rings. 

For undefined termino10gies, we re[cr to [8]. 

2. Results 

LEMMA 2. 1. Homomorphic images of left biþotent s-ηca7 ytηgs aγe also such. 

PROOF. Let f : N-• N' be a homomorphism of near. rings N onto ν， and 

1et N be a 1eft bipoten t s-near ring. If aEN' , thore exists bεN such that 
2 

f(b)=a. Byassumption, we have Nb=Nb~. Then f(Nb)=f(N)f(b)==N'a ancl 

f(Nb
2

) == f(N)f(bi==N' a
2
• Thus N' a==N' i. Now since bεNb， we have α ==f(b) 

εf(Nb)==N닝. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let N be a left biρotαzt S- 1Zear riμg. Then zï is z"somorþhic 
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to a subdz'rect sum of near r z"ngs (Njl z"εI} ， where each N j z"s a near jz"eld or has 

a r z"ght z'den#ty. 

PROOF. In view of Theorem 1. 1, 1. 2, and Lemma 2.1, we may assume that 

each N j is a left bipotent s-near ring with no non-zero divisors of zero. 

For each i , if N j has a non-zero distributive element, then by [6] it is a 

near field. Now if N j has no such an element. for any O~rεNj• there exists 

fεNj such that rγγ =r by Theorem 1. 1. Putting e=rr'. e is an idempotcnt. 

Thcn for each xEN j • we have (xe-x)r=xer-xr=xγ -xr=O. Since N i has no 

nonzero divisors of zero. we have xe=x. Hcnce e is a right identity for N i • 

We observc that homomorphic images of distributively generated (d. g.) near 

rings are d. g.. Thus a d. g. left bipotent s-near ring is isomorphic to a subdir

ect sum of near fields. 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let N be left bzpotent wzïh 1. N z's z"somoφhz"c to a subdz"rect 

sum of near jz"elds. 

PROOF. Since an epimorphism carries identity to identity. each subdirect 

summand of N endowed with an identity. Obviously an identity is a distri

butive element. so the proof is immediately established by Proposition 2.2. 

COROLLARY 2.4. A left bzpotent neaγ 7Z·xg α，zïh 1 has commztlatz"ve addzïz"on. 

PROOF. By Corollary 2.3. the proof is trivial. 

PROPOSITION 2.5. A left bφotent near ring wzïh 1 is a r z"ng zff zï z"s d. g •• 

PROOF. (=ì) Clear. 

(ç) With the aid of Corollary 2.4, we need only the left distributive law. 

Let a, b, cεN and put a=a1 +…+와， where each a j is distributive. Then we 

have 

a(b+c) = (a1 + ... +an)(b+c) 

=a1 (b+c) + ... +aib+c) 

=a1b+a1c+"'+aηb+anc 

=(a1b+…+anb) +(a1c+ ... +anc) 

= (al+--- +an)b+(a1+ --- +an)c 

=ab+ac. 

• 
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I(r)={xεNlxr=O} 
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It is immediate that I(S) = n I(s) for any non-empty subset S of N. Ana
sES 

logouly we may define right annihilators. 
It is easily seen that left annihilators are left ideals and left annihilators of 

N-subgroups are ideals. But right annihilators are only closed under multipl

ications of elements of N on the right hand side. 

Hereafter. for any non-empty subsets A and B of N. 

AB= {ablaεA and bεB} 

PROPOSITION 2.6. 1/ N has non-zero nz"lpotent elements. I(S) is aη z'deallor 

eνery non-empty sμbset S 01 N. 

PROOF. We need only to show that I(S)N C I(S). Let x 드 I(S) and s ε S. 
2 Then xs=O implies (sx)"'=s(xs)x=O. Hence sx=O byassumption. For any rεN， 

((xr)si=xr(sx)rs=O implies (xr)s=O. Thus xrεI(s). Hence xrεI(S) = n I(s). 
sES 

Therefore I(S)NζI(S). 

In view of Theorem 1. 1, we immediately have 

COROLLARY 2.7. In a lelt bψotent s-near ring, lelt amzihiμtors are ideals. 

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let B be a mz'nimal N-sκbgroz，φ of N , thetz ez·ther B2 = O 

or there exists i=eεB sltch that B=Ne. 

PROOF. If B2~O， there exists O~bεB such that Bb~O. Since Bb is an N

subgroup and O~BbζB， Bb= B. Now let/(b)={rεNI rb= 아 be the left an-

nihilator of b in N. Then l(b)nB=O. 
2... .. ~11 " 2 Now eb=b for some O~eεB， e"'b =eb. Thus (e'" -e)b =0. Therefore e‘ -eεl(b) 

nB=O, so i=e. Thus we have B=Ne by thc minimality of B. 

Again by Theorem 1.1, we have 

COROLLARY 2.9. In a lelt bψotent s-near r z"ng, every mz'nt'mal N-szebgrOlφ 

of N has the form Ne for some e2 =eeEN. 

LEMMA 2.10 11 N has 1 and eνery N-sμbgro때 01 N is li쩌tely generated, 
then N has the maxz'mzem condition on N -szebgrozeps. 
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PROOF. Let AlζA2E--- be a chain of N-subgroups of N. We set A= U1 A,. 

Then A is an N-subgroup of N. Now let{a1, …, ak}CA be a generating set 

of A. Then {al, ---, ak}IAa for some %εZ+. Hence AζAnCA. Therefore An, 
=A Il+l='" as required. 

In a d. g. near ring, it is known that an N -subgroup of N is a left ideal iff 
it is a normal subgroup of (N, +). 

LEMMA 2.11. Let N be d. g. aηd let A , B be lelt z'deals 01 N , theη A+B t's 
also a lelt ideal. 

PROOF. Since A and B are normal subgroup of (N, +), we see that A+B= 
B+A is also a normal subgroup of (N, +). Now it suffices to show that A+B 

is an N-subgroup of N. 

Let rεN. we may put r=η+ ... +rn, where each r; distributive or anti-

distrbutive. For any element a十bεA+B，

r(a+b)=(r1 +"'+rn) (a+b) 

=r1 (a+b)+ ... +r n(a+b). 

For each 1드z·드n， if ri is distributive, ri(a+b)=ria+r,bEA+B, and if riis. 

anti-distributive, r/a+b)=rib+riaEB十A=A+B. In any way ri(a十b)EA十E

for 1드Z.드η. Therefore r(a+b)εA + B as required. 

PROPOSITION 2.12. Let N be d.g. ψth 1. 11 eνery additz've sμbgroup 01 N 

is normal then N has the maximuηz condz'tz'on on N-subgro때s ill every N-sμb

group 01 N z's linz'tely generated. 

PROOF. ( ~) It is already shown in Lemma 2. 10. 

(二>) U nder the hypothesis, the two concepts N -subgroup and left ideal 

coincide. So we turn the proof on left ideals. 

Let A be a left idealof N. Consider all finitely generated left ideals of N. 
contained in A. By assumption, the set contains a maximal element, say, B. 

Let aEA and consider B + N a. By assurr.ption and Lemma 2.11, B + N a is a 
left ideal and BCB+NaCA. Then B=B+Na by the maximality of B. Hence 

aEB and consequently A=B. • 

Kyungpook University 
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